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      ACT ONE 

A Rocky Shore on the Coast of Cornwall 
 

Opening Chorus of Pirates       Samuel, Pirates 
Ruth’s Song         Ruth 
Pirate King         Pirate King and Pirates 
Over Rocky Mountains       Daughters 
Maiden Heart         Frederic, Daughters 
Poor Wandering One        Mabel, Daughters 
Talk About the Weather       Frederic, Daughters, Pirates 
Married with Impunity       Frederic, Daughters, Pirates 
Recitative         Mabel, Major-General, Samuel, 
Major General        Major-General, Chorus 
Act One Finale        Mabel, Daughters, Ruth, Samuel, 
          Frederic, Pirate King,  
          Major-General, Pirates 
 

ACT TWO 
The General’s Ruined Chapel 

Introduction         Mabel, Major-General,              
          Daughters 
Foeman Bares His Steel       Sergeant, Police, Mabel, Daughters 
A Paradox         Ruth, Frederic, Pirate King 
Stay, Frederik, Stay        Mabel, Frederic 
A Policeman’s Lot        Sergeant, Police 
Act Two Finale        Major-General, Pirate-King,  
          Samuel, Sergeant, Mabel, Frederic, 
          Ruth, Daughters, Pirates, Police 



BackStory Theatre is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization.         
Our mission to provide affordable, high quality arts education and    
performance opportunities for all ages in Broomfield and the          
surrounding areas is funded by generous foundations, local  sponsors, 
and community donations. We are proud members of Colorado Theatre 
Guild and Broomfield Council on the Arts and Humanities. Please schedule 
a gift for CO Gives Day (December 7th) when your donation will be     
enhanced by the CO Gives Day incentive fund. Your support helps us keep 
studio costs affordable, provide scholarships, and enrich our community 
through over 100 hours of FREE programming outreach each year.  

THANK YOU TO OUR 2021  INDIVIDUAL DONORS! 
Allen Adair  Yvette Adams Roy W. Andersen  Ball Family   
Micayla Bellamy Paul Bredenberg Linda Swanson Brown  Bernie Cardell  
Chippy Cianci  AnnMarie Cleary Suzanne Crawford  Dave & Cindy Curry 
Tyson Davis  Deborah Denny Emery Family  Cathy Fitzpatrick-Platt 
martin FitzSimons Mary Pat Fleming Deb Flomberg  Forge Light Theatreworks  
R. Foster  Rebecca Frelix  Cheryl German  Alan Gionet  
Kathryn Gourley Vickie Grulke Juliette Henderson  Debra Hoffman 
Emily Joo  Kimberly Karis Laurie Kenealy  Gregory Koneval  
Langer-Caldwell Family Tony Loving  Heidi Lupinacci  David Massy  
Sheryl McCallum Ralph A Miller Taylor Minckley  Mary Montrey 
Chloe Moran  Christian Munck Nuanes Family  Taylor O’Leary  
Anna Piper  Leticia Portillo Joe Proto   Keith Rabin  
Ralph & Vicki Rabus Betsabet Samarripa Bonifacio Sandoval  Dayna Scott  
Cerce Sills  Shari Silverman      Collette Simkins  Susan Mackay Smith   
Jacqueline Tall Sara Taylor    T.S. Torres   Cynthia Trowbridge  
Tyler Family  Lily Werthan David Wood 

https://www.coloradogives.org/backstorytheatre/overview?step=step1


CAST LIST 

 MABEL     Sophia Monzyk 
 FREDERIC    Kat Schneider 
 MAJOR-GENERAL STANLEY  Oliver Ball 
 PIRATE KING    Sylus Douglass 
 RUTH     Aliyah Ehlis  
 SERGEANT OF POLICE   Irelynn TerraNami 
 SAMUEL    Jack Tyler  
 

MAJOR STANLEY’S DAUGHTERS 

 
 
             PIRATES             POLICE 
 

 



A NOTE FROM OUR DIRECTOR 

MY CHILDHOOD WAS IN THE 1980’S AND MUSIC AND MOVIES WERE MY LIFE! I SAW MY 
FIRST STAGE PLAY IN THE 80’S, AND WELL, I WAS HOOKED. SO, I TOOK THE 80’S THAT I 
KNOW AND LOVE AND PUT PARTS OF IT INTO THE OPERA, WHICH I KNEW NOTHING       
ABOUT. THANKFULLY, GILBERT & SULLIVAN WERE ALL ABOUT MAKING FUN OF OPERAS, 
WHICH WAS HELPFUL BECAUSE MOST OF THE 80’S MOVIES WERE SO SIMILAR! IN          
THE 80’S, COMEDY WAS KEY (BILL & TED’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE, BACK TO THE FUTURE, 
THE GOONIES, GHOSTBUSTERS, BEETLEJUICE, THE PRINCESS BRIDE, BEVERLY HILLS COP, 
FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF, ETC.) AND LAUGHING AT OURSELVES WAS PART OF THE FUN! 
FASHION WAS ALL OVER THE PLACE, FROM POOFY HAIR TO NEON EVERYTHING TO BIG   
JEWELRY, WILD HAIR, SWEAT SUITS, ACID-WASHED JEANS… AND DID I MENTION, HAIR? 
MANY GENRES OF MUSIC INTRODUCED US TO DIVERSE PEOPLE AND CULTURES. THINK: 
PRINCE, BEASTIE BOYS, SALT & PEPPA, BON JOVI, MICHAEL JACKSON, KISS, GLORIA 
ESTEFAN, POISON, MISSY ELLIOT, DAVID BOWIE, MADONNA, TLC, CYNDI LAUPER, AND SO 
MANY MORE! THE ADDED STEAMPUNK ADDITIONS TO OUR SHOW (GOGGLES, HATS, AND 
WEAPONRY) WERE THE ACTORS’ FUN IDEAS. WE’VE WORKED HARD AS A TEAM TO TAKE YOU 
BACK IN TIME, OR WILL IT BE BACK TO THE FUTURE?  

~FELICIA BREDENBERG, STAGE DIRECTOR 
Y’all, burnout is a real 
deal – but the best healing 
comes from connecting with 
each other, realizing none 
of us is alone, and making 
MORE ART!! The giant belly 
laughs are a great Band-Aid, 
too! I love this cast so 
much!! And for our BYLP 
teens in the cast, hasn’t it 
been a delight to finally,      
completely experience the 
process of:  

      FORMING –  
                    STORMING –  
  NORMING &  
             PERFORMING !?!?  
“Bwahahahahahaha!” 

~ Ms. Mary 

It's such a joy to watch these kids tackle this 

difficult music and succeed in ways they 

didn't expect themselves to be able to      

accomplish, all while singing a genre of 

music unfamiliar to them and making it 

their own. 

~ Mx. Preston 

I'm continually impressed by the          

perseverance of this cast. Being a kid is 

hard, and being a kid   during a once in 

a century pandemic is even   harder.  

After last year, I'm so thrilled to be able to 

do a show and see actors get to be    

actors and make art again with people I 

adore.  

~ Ms. Kelly 



Our students may have heard Ms. Mary say (a lot) that problems are really           
opportunities to find solutions. Those solutions can be frustrating, inspiring,    
creative, hopeful, clever, or worrisome. They can build a community and help us find 
new strength, uncover ideas, or develop into entirely new things. The past 21 months 
have been nothing if not opportunities to find SO MANY solutions! As we reflect on 
this production, we find ourselves overcome with love and admiration for this cast. 
Usually, our program features a singular director’s note. This year, we’re        
departing from that tradition as we’ve experienced the unique  process of having the 
largest creative production team we’ve ever had for a musical! With so many voices 
and perspectives influencing our show, the common thread has been the importance 
of connecting and supporting one  another. The students have been instrumental (no 
pun intended!) in finding creative, collaborative solutions to new challenges as 
we’ve developed a massively amended musical score in real time, changed lines to 
bring them into familiar phrasing, and researched the musical giants who influenced 
the course of sound throughout the 1980s. Thus, it is with great joy that we present 
our “love letters” to the cast in addition to our director’s note this year. We hope 
you celebrate their accomplishments with every song and laugh throughout this 
performance!               ~ Mary Wilkie, Producing Director 

Thank you to the directing and production teams. And, to my cast of 
DUDES, thanks for being true treasures on stage. Bravo!     ~ Mrs. Felicia 

There is so much 
wholehearted gratitude 
and thoughtful      
encouragement in this 
cast and production 
team. It is delightful 
to be a part of helping 
lift their epic talents 
high and see them 
bring their art to life. 
Keep being excellent to 
each other, Dudes!  

~ Ms. Amber  
& Jack Tyler 

Working with this  talented cast and crew has 

been   totally  awesome! These kids are truly 

special and know how to bring out the best 

in each other. Watching them grow into their 

characters has been amazing, and I can’t 

wait for them to share their talent and art 

with everyone.                                 ~ Ms. Misae  

Making art right now is hard. Being a kid 
right now is hard. These kids are here      
making art, and I hope they (and the           

audience) recognize that for the impressive 
feat of strength that it is.      

                      ~ Ms. Sam 

Seeing the actors get so excited about the imaginary 
world created on the stage makes every minute spent 
building, painting and gluing worth it. What a ray of 
sunshine in our challenging world!            ~ Ms. Amy 



Sylus Douglass 
Sylus’ stage presence has entertained and inspired their family 

ever since they were little. When they joined the BackStory 

family, that inspiration was immediately felt, too! We all get 

great joy watching them transform on stage and love being 

drawn into the stories that they weave. As a member of BackStory’s Youth Leadership Program for several 

years, Sylus’ ability to see the unique beauty and gifts in every student and collabo-

rator have made them a true leader and a welcome friend. They’ve mentored so many 

young students to try new dynamics with expression and created safety to explore, be 

bold, and make delightful mistakes. Sylus’ family are so excited to be a part of their 

next story as they head off to college and beyond. Their fellows at BST will miss the 

cheerful “salutations” and whimsy of working with such an amazing young person who we know will 

make a great impact on the world!  
 

Irelynn  TerraNami 

As a precocious 2 year old, Irelynn was rocking the stage in her first performance as 

a duck ballerina in a performance of Cuddly Ducks. She honed her performance skills 

by attending singing, dancing and acting classes over the past 15 

years.  Irelynn loves being on stage sharing her enthusiasm by encouraging others to 

shine when mentoring them in the theatre world. As a senior heading off to college, 

she intends to pursue Musical Theatre as a profession (hoping 

to be accepted into the American Musical & Drama Academy for her studies). Her 

family is constantly amazed at her fantastic attitude! whether it is on the soccer 

field (yes, she plays soccer too!) or attending technical college after her high school 

classes each day to get her Cosmetology License by the time she graduates, or that 

she keeps her grades at both schools at a 4.0 while attending rehearsals for her     

upcoming performances. She believes that by being well rounded and keeping her 

grades up she enhances her performance and builds the self-discipline necessary to be 

successful in her chosen profession. In her short time with BackStory, she’s inspired 

all of us to work with joy! We know her future is full of amazing potential! 



Jack Tyler 

It was a happy day when Ms. Kelly wrangled Jack (well, his parents) into 

making the drive up from her theatre programming at ECA to join the   

BackStory family. From his first audition, the directing team all lit up with 

excitement. Jack’s enthusiasm for the craft of theatre shoots across the 

stage like fireworks. His kindness reaches out with a brightness to match! As he often is, Jack’s in a unique 

place this year. He graduated high school at age 15, but we refused to say goodbye with our other seniors. 

This year, Jack will turn 18 and his time with our youth programming will draw to a close. Thankfully 

for our community, he’s already stepped into some fantastic performances as part of Wellspring,         

BackStory’s adult performance company. So, fair warning to Jack, we’re not  

letting him go anytime soon!  His parents feel fortunate to be sharing this life 

adventure with such a kind, clever, diligent, and especially compassionate   

human. His creativity, wit, and generosity have grown with every year that 

passes. Jack is already halfway through his college degree at CU Boulder and 

plans to be a doctor. His drive to help people will be a gift to those he reaches.  

 

Theatre is for  

EVERYONE! 

Join us for our  
winter session 

beginning January 3 
Register at  

BackStoryTheatre.org 

BackStory Board of Directors 

President          John Dilts     Treasurer            Tinna Petursson 

Vice President          John Svensk    Director              Alexis Ball 

Secretary          Matt Sturtz    Director              Jennifer Bryner 

Executive Director   Mary Wilkie (NV)     Director              Misae Vela Brol 

        Director              Sam Dei Rossi 
 

Key 2021 Team Members:  

Artistic Instructors, Preston Adams, Paola Behning, Felicia Bredenberg 

http://www.backstorytheatre.org


CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH SHOW, OUR CAST SELECT EACH OTHER’S 

NAMES FROM A HAT. THE NAME DRAWN IS KEPT SUPER-SECRET  AND     

BESTOWS THE HOLDER WITH THE ROLE OF “WARM-FUZZY”.  

A WARM-FUZZY’S JOB IS TO PROVIDE ENCOURAGEMENT, THROUGH 

SMALL TREATS OR NOTES, OVER THE LONG WEEKS OF REHEARSAL. 

THIS YEAR, WE INVITED WARM-FUZZIES TO WRITE THE BIO FOR THEIR 

SECRET-CASTMATE AND THE RESULTS HAVE BEEN SILLY, CHARMING, 

AND FUN! WE ARE SO PROUD OF ALL THESE STUDENTS AND THEIR 

ABILITY TO SUPPORT ONE ANOTHER THROUGH A DIFFICULT BUT     

REWARDING PROCESS! 

 
ELENA ARETZ (Police Billy) is 11 years old and performing for 
the  first time in a BSYT musical! Elena is really good at dance 
and singing! She likes the book series, “Warriors”, and could be 
a warrior if she wanted to! She taught some of us how to dance 
which is so cool!  
 

OLIVER BALL (Major-General Stanley) is a 12 year old actor 
with a big personality. He has performed in 5 BSYT musicals.   
Oliver is fun to be around and makes everyone laugh! Oliver 
works really hard and is dedicated to all his roles, to be sure to 
make each show the best it can be. 
 

ELLIE BREDENBERG (Edith) is 15 years old and this is her 5th 
BSTY show. Ellie pours gold down her throat to achieve her   
wonderful voice and is a compassionate person who helps others 
around her whenever she can. We are so lucky to have her in this 
cast! 



CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

 MADDIE BREDENBERG (Pirate Missy) is 12 years old, this is her 
second BSYT show. Maddie is an extremely talented actress. She is 
hard-working and a dazzling example-setter for her peers.  
However, you should be careful around her, her smile is       
contagious and, if you catch it, you will feel an overwhelming 

sense of joy. In her spare time, she likes playing with her pet dragon Flippert. 
Yes, of course she has a pet dragon. Anyone with a talent as fierce and energy 
as inspiring as Maddie should.  

 

RUBY BREHENY (Police Gene) is 14 years old and performing in 
her  second BSYT musical. Ruby is a great understudy and she      
is awesomely silly as a policeman/woman. She seems to be super 
into her role on stage, and I just love to watch her do the       
incredibly cool and goofy dance with the policemen/women. 
 

THOR CLONINGER (Pirate T-Boz) is 15 years old and performing 
in his second BSYT show. Thor is smart, outgoing, kind, and is an 
amazing pirate and Samuel. We are so lucky Thor joined our show 
and shares his fun energy, big smiles, and wonderful talent with 
all of us! 
 

SYLUS DOUGLASS (Pirate King) is 17 years old and performing in 
their fourth BSYT musical. Sylus is a talented, kind, wonderful 
person who is actually a mythical being. They like to keep a bit 
more of a secretive life because of the secret missions they go on 
to unite their species of mythical beings and the humans through 
musical theatre. 
 

ALIYAH EHLIS (Ruth) is 15 years old and has performed in       
3 BSYT musicals. Aliyah is an incredible performer, singer, and 
person. Loved by the whole cast and crew, she is a joy to           
be around. She enjoys pumpkins and small animals. She is      
incredibly supportive of the other cast members.  



CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

JACQUELINE FAIRBAIRN (Pirate Pepa) is 13 years old and      
performing in her third BSYT show. Jacqueline is an amazing  
human being! She is always on top of it and puts so much hard 
work into everything she does! She is so incredibly kind and   
super talented! 
 

LUELLA FITZSIMONS (Isabel) is 14 years old, this is her first 
BSYT show! Luella Bobellafellalella is the epitome of swag.   
Often, she is seen going on adventures with her dear Sir      
Wombattington the Third. When not thwarting rivals, she works 
hard at acting. Her candy-sweet heart not only shows in her work 
but is felt by all around.  
 
EVELYN GRYBOSKI (Pirate Kandi) is 10 years old and performing 
in her second BSYT musical. Evelyn is an extremely dedicated and 
enthusiastic member of this cast. She has done a wonderful job 
with all her work for this show and always has a bright and   
uplifting spirit. I am very grateful I got to be a part of this  
awesome experience with her.  
 

BRYN HILL (Pirate Tiny) is 11 years old and this is her first 
BSYT show! Bryn has been an amazing pirate and cast mate, she 
brings energy and enthusiasm to every scene that she’s in.  
Backstage, she is kind, sweet, and respectful. It has been amazing 
working with her, and I love how she gets into being a pirate so 
easily! Bryn always has a smile on her face, and if she doesn’t, 
she’s definitely in character!  Aargh!  

 

AUDREY KOHLER (Police Phil) is 15 years old and has performed 
in 3 BSYT musicals. Audrey is an incredibly talented individual. 
They never cease to amaze the cast. They have the best sense of 
style and is a hilarious, fun, and positive person. Audrey is an 
amazing contribution to the cast! 



CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

SAGE MCGILL (Police Roger) is 14 years old and performing in 
her 3rd BSYT show. Sage is an incredible actor with a lot of great 
experience under her belt and has inspired untold souls with 
their acting prowess. Both the badge and pirate brand have been 
worn by them in this show, and she bares them both with power 
and purpose.  
 

SOPHIA MONZYK (Mabel) is 16 years old and has been in 6 BSYT         
productions. Sophia is a talented soprano. She built a            
time-machine and traveled back to take voice lessons from Linda 
Ronstadt to beautifully play the role of Mabel. Sophia likes 
hanging out with friends, gummy candy, and reading. She is an 
extremely gifted writer who once collaborated with William 
Shakespeare. 
 

LILLIAN NUANES (Police Jimmy) is 12 years old and this is her 
second BSYT show. Lily is an amazing person to work with! She 
has an incredibly funny and kind personality. Also, a fun fact 
about Lily is that she is actually a wizard! I know it sounds    
crazy, but it's true! I know you'll enjoy seeing her onstage. 
 

ELSIE RABUS (Police Jovi) is 13 years old and this is her first 
BSYT performance! Elsie is a truly magical human who is an  
incredible dancer, singer, and actor. we are so incredibly glad 
that she gave her time and  effort to our show! 

 

STELLA ROMIG-LEAVITT (Kate) is 16 years old and is performing 
in her fourth BSYT show. Stella is cunning and has amazing  
leadership skills. She is also an amazing friend! Stella is    
outgoing, cares about everyone, and can cheer you up when 
you’re down since her smile lights up the room! She is a role 
model to many, AND she is an amazing actor and an amazing  
singer. Stella is, over all, an amazing person. 



CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

KAT SCHNEIDER (Frederic) is 16 years old and performing in 
their third BSYT show. Kat is a hard worker and plays the main 
role in this Bom-diggity musical. They have the power to make 
everybody laugh and bring joy to the whole room! “If you’re 
not totally embarrassed, you’re not doing it right.” ~ Kat 
 

BELLA SCHNEPP (Police Joel) is 15 years old and has been in 4 
BSYT shows. Bella is an amazing singer, actress, and dancer. She 
always knows her  material really well and does great at both 
of her parts. Bella is really fun to be around and she's an 
amazing friend!  
 

BROOKE STURTZ (Production Assistant), age 14, is a dark fae 
sprightling who has graced the mortal world for this temporal 
moment to learn about our human ways. They are ethereal,  
mysterious, and dangerous. And yet, their unearthly kindness 
peeks through the glamour of a modern teenager- always     
ensuring that the team feels seen, heard, and valued. Brooke is 
A gift to BSYT, this is their 9th production! 
 

MOLLY STURTZ (Pirate Latifa) is 11 years old and in her first 
musical! Molly is a talented, well-rounded unicorn-alien hy-
brid who spends her time acting, hanging out with friends, and 
doing the Little Lad dance. She always puts forth her best effort 
and is always full of energy and good laughs. Molly is no    
exception. Her whole planet, and this cast, are blessed to have 
her as a part of the group!  
 

IRELYNN TERRANAMI (Sergeant of Police) is 16 years old and 
performing in her first BSYT musical! Irelynn is a really great 
actress and really good at singing. She plays the  Sergeant   
really well!!! She has shown true leadership and kindness in 
her work with her performance section! 



CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

JACK TYLER (Samuel) is 17 years old. This is his 3rd performance 
with BSYT having also performed three times with BST’s adult 
company, Wellspring. Jack is a good costume designer and a good 
actor. He is smart and nice. He is a very good person at making 
things happen. 
 

SOFIA VELA-UEHA (Pirate Left Eye) is 11 years old and is   
performing in her fourth BSYT musical. Sofia is a unicorn with 
a feisty personality and a wonderful sense of humor. She is a 
supportive and fun cast mate. Sofia can be counted on to always 
have your line ready when you need a boost and is the best  
castmate anyone could ask for! 
 

ANNA WALTER (Pirate Salt) is 12 years old and this is her first 
musical with BSYT. Anna is an infectiously energetic and diligent 
performer with a professional demeanor that extends to her side 
projects- most prominently, the debut we expect in the future of 
her first all-dolphin musical revue, So Long and Thanks For 
All The Fish. 
 
EMMY WEINGARTNER (Police Sting) is 12 years old. She has 
acted in one  prior BSYT show and is excited to add to that   
number. Don't tell anybody, but she is secretly a magical pegasus 
whose favorite thing to do is fly above the clouds and dance at 
the end of the rainbow. She is friends with the  leprechauns so 
if you need any gold just hit her up at 1-800-FUN-GOLD. Emmy 
is a natural actress as she is constantly hiding her pegasus 
heritage, she also is a very practiced dancer who just graduated 
from Magic Rainbow Pegasus Dance & Other Stuff. She is very 
grateful for you coming to see the show and support her. 
"Pegasus' are fun."  

~Idk, I'm sure someone has said that at some point. 
 



DIRECTOR BIOGRAPHIES 
 

Preston Adams is a graduate from University of Northern    
Colorado with a B.A. in Opera Performance. They spent two   
summers performing opera in Germany, including as Monostatos 
in The Magic Flute, Gaston in La Traviata, and singing excerpts 
from Les Miserables as Valjean while being Chorus Master/
Music Coordinator. A fixture in the CO theatre scene, they have 
performed such roles as Seymour and Audrey II in Little Shop of 
Horrors, Eddie in Rocky Horror Picture Show, Dupree in       
Cry-baby, and Hud in Hair. Other credits include Seaweed in 
Hairspray, MC in Chicago, & Preacher in Bonnie and Clyde. 
Preston is excited to share their love of performance and music 
with BackStory's students and develop shared spaces for adults 
to foster diverse, supportive programming within Wellspring! 

 

 

Kelly Bidstrup Graham graduated from MSU Denver with a B.A. in 
Music and a minor in marketing. Starting at age 17, she worked 
as a private music tutor for a variety of instruments and voice 
which prepared her for many challenging and rewarding years 
teaching music and drama at the Early College of Arvada, where 
she built a thriving theater program and fostered a culture of 
arts appreciation through a variety of comprehensive and     
unconventional programs. Kelly is a strong promoter and    
supporter of the arts and believes firmly that arts education 
teaches valuable life skills academic education often doesn't. 
Kelly founded the CO New Musical Festival, entering its third 
year, and has partnered with Wellspring, BST’s new adult    
theatre program, to enrich adult performance opportunities and 
build an inclusive space for unique stories to be told. 

 

 



DIRECTOR BIOGRAPHIES 
 

 

Felicia Bredenberg received her BA in English and minored in 
Theatre Education at the University of Northern Colorado. She 
taught language arts, theatre classes, and became the theatre  
co-director at Lakewood High School. In addition to directing the 
dramas and choreographing the musicals, she also helped create 
the school’s improv troop and run their Shakespeare festivals. 
She is  currently working as preschool director and teacher for 
the City of Westminster Swim & Fitness Center Preschool. Felicia 
has been an integral part of developing BackStory into a safe, 
creative space for all students. While teaching countless     
classes, she has directed the following fully-staged shows for 
BackStory’s Youth Theatre: Music Man, Hello, Shakespeare!, 
Singin’ in the Rain, Romeo & Winifred, Mary Poppins, Annie, 
Macbeth: Off-Kilter, Guys and Dolls, Seussical, and Mankind & 
Co. She has an amazingly supportive husband and three children 
whom she loves very much.  
 

Mary Wilkie attended UNC with a focus in Theatre Arts, has a BA 
in Communications from MSU Denver, and has over fifteen years  
experience instructing youth theatre, visual arts, and STEM 
curriculum. Mary enjoys lending a voice for arts engagement 
and learning with various boards and committees throughout the 
community, including as current chair of the Public Art      
Committee. In her spare time Mary enjoys performing with the 
improv troupe she co-founded, the Broomshticks, and finding 
more ways to offer free opportunities for arts engagement in 
the community. She is grateful for the support of her partner 
and two amazing teenagers in a family which constantly keeps 
her learning, growing, and laughing. 



CREATIVE  BIOGRAPHIES 

Samantha Dei Rossi (Deck Boss Extraordinaire) was born with an extra brain. 
Her mum says it’s genetic. Her pop says it’s because she’s a space alien.     
Regardless of whence the added encephalon hails, it is possible for her to track 

billions of details across time and space. Sam’s ability to recall minutia is matched only 
by her admirable patience. It must be the extra medulla oblangata that keeps her cool as 
a cucumber under pressure. Or her acclimation to space temperatures (because, you 
know, space alien). 

Amy Edel (Technical Director)is as humble as she is talented so she’d never 
brag that she used to travel with Dr. Who and is responsible for saving at least 3 
planets from total annihilation due to structural oversights. During her time 

with The Doctor, when she wasn’t improving lighting on the T.A.R.D.I.S., she taught her 
long lost daughter, superstar country singer/songwriter, Reba McIntire, everything she 
knows. Just don’t ask her to prove it by singing for you. Trust us.  Don’t ask. 

Matt Kingham (Pianist)has been playing piano since age 5, and cello and organ 
since age 15. He received both his BA and MA in piano performance from       
University of Denver. Since 2013, Matt has been full-time accompanist for all 8 

choirs at Denver East High School. Matt also is organist/assistant director of music at 
St. John's Lutheran Church and the Kirk of Bonnie Brae, UCC. Matt accompanies several 
performing ensembles throughout the year, namely the Aurora Singers and the Empire 
Lyric Players, a dedicated Gilbert & Sullivan troupe in Denver. Matt is grateful to his 
parents for keeping him in lessons! 

GABE MALDONADO (Drums) Summer 1982. It was a sunny day when Gabe first    
saw that drum in the window, and he has been rhythmically creating ever since. 
He has rocked our socks off with his quick pick up and ability to manifest    

unimaginably cool beats and reimagining of this classic operetta score. It’s probably 
because he’s part octopus with extra tentacles to hit the high hat, snap a snare, and tap 
a tom simultaneously!  

Joseph Wilkie (bass) was the 5th Beatle. Fun fact: It wasn’t Yoko’s fault they 
broke up-it was Joey’s. He wanted the band to take a heavy metal direction and 
Paul just couldn’t handle it. Ringo was on board, though. Joey may look young 

but is actually a super old vampire-sparkles sold separately–who gets bored easily and 
finds that rewriting perfectly cromulent music without enough time is the only      
challenge worth pursuing. Well, that, and organizing Frank Zappa’s discography by 
shape and smell. 



SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT BACKSTORYTHEATRE.ORG 

Theatre is for Everyone! 

Since 2006, BackStory Theatre’s Academy Program for fantastic performance based     

classes has formed the basis for all our work and the 100+ hours of free programming we 

provide in our community each year. These classes build skills for acting, stage work,      

confidence, team work, and key STEAM learning skills such as active listening, working 

memory, and creative collaboration! During this unprecedented time of stay at home  

orders, physical distancing for safety, and rapidly changing information, we are continually 

adapting our usual programming. With shorter session times, small class sizes, showcase 

performances, and increased availability for private vocal and acting lessons, we are   

determined to continue offering the high quality experiences our families know they can 

depend on! We deliver our fun, interactive content while remaining flexible to offer each 

class online or in-person depending on current recommendations. Our Academy Program 

remains intentionally inclusive with accommodations made for diverse learning & adaptive 

needs; please visit our website to sign up or reach out for scholarships or to find the best 

way for your child to participate and feel supported!          INFO@BACKSTORYTHEATRE.ORG 
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https://www.coloradogives.org/backstorytheatre/overview?step=step1
http://www.backstorytheatre.org
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